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liner notes

THE ISLAND
I begin at a point on the Island diametrically 
opposite. A window onto a fi re-escape overlooking 
the most congested strip of highway in the US. 
George Washington Bridge, traffi c in-bound from 
Jersey. It was a late rainy September night in a 
fourth fl oor room one block from Broadway, twenty 
something years ago. The neighbourhood was a 
dive. Broadway and west was the projects, black, 
Dominican, Puerto Rican. Fried chicken joints, greasy 
spoons, hustlers, hookers, crackhouses and drive-by 
shootings. History showed through the cracks, the 
odd remnant, a Republican Irish bar, a bagel joint, 
George’s Pizza and the Coliseum Theater on 181st 
Street, Reverend Ike on 175th. Times change. 
The end of the ’90s brought the upbeat. White 
middleclass gourmet coffee and wine bars. Tax-
bracket creeps. The palisades are still there across 
the river only it costs more now to rent a view of 
them. On that night I was listening to a recording 
of the great Sonny Rollins, looking out through the 
fi re-escape at the traffi c and rain. Saxophone and 
Transit Authority loudhailers and car horns meshing 





in the oceanic surge of the bridge. And Mickey 
Spillane: Nobody ever walked across the bridge, not 
on a night like this. The rain was misty enough to be 
almost fog-like, a cold gray curtain that separated me 
from the pale ovals of white that were faces locked 
behind the steamed-up windows of the cars that 
hissed by. Even the brilliance that was Manhattan 
by night was reduced to a few sleepy, yellow lights 
off in the distance…

THE BRIDGE
What began with The Bridge ended with East 
Broadway Run Down. Everyone knows the story. 
About how, in the late summer of 1959, Rollins went 
on sabbatical. Checked-out of the scene and hauled 
his tenor sax from a furnished Grand Street room up 
to the Williamsburg Bridge walkway, every day for 
two years, to work it out. The problem, the break-
up, the piece of music that was going to explain it 
all to him. The desire to exceed, not repeat. Solitary 
years. Then came The Bridge. The same Rollins, 
only moreso, as wrote Martin Williams. It wasn’t the 
answer, but a restatement of the question. Then in 
1966 came East Broadway Run Down. Rollins played 
“like a one-man orchestra.” It was the statement of a 
method, a path, a plan of attack. The question hadn’t 
led to a solution but a re-conception. Then he went to 
ground again, “run down,” for six years this time. 

THE SYMMETRIES
On one of my pilgrimages to Academy Records on 
18th Street between Sixth and Fifth I found a disc 
of East Broadway Run Down and started listening 
to it all over again. It was 2010, Downtown Music 
on the Bowery had just moved to Chinatown. An 





old friend, John Gamble, and I walked down there. 
We walked everywhere, the length and breadth of 
the island many times over. And we did the East 
Broadway “rundown”: Houston, Delancy, Grand, 
East Broadway to Canal. A few days before, we’d 
footslogged it all the way down the Stem from 
Broadway Bridge to Battery Park, photographing 
every intersection along the way as part of a project 
that was never quite realised. The same riff with 
variations, the suspended fourth, the seventh, the 
augmented ninth. Eight hours in the sun (it was late 
July). Retracing the steps of Sonny Rollins from 
Williamsburg Bridge seemed to throw everything 
we’d been doing into a different perspective. It was 
as if we’d walked the length of the Island merely 
in preparation for approaching this other Broadway. 
The idea played in the back of my head and a year 
later I returned, walking the street back and forth, 
photographing it, listening to it, eating and drinking 
it. From Little Fuzhou to the Lower East Side. 
Chinese, Hispanic, Jewish. As the rain came down 
and the traffi c surged over the bridge like the East 
River tide coming in, my mind played against the 
symmetries… 

EAST BROADWAY RUN DOWN
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax
Freddie Hubbard, trumpet
Jimmy Garrison, bass
Elvin Jones, drums
Recorded 9 May, 1966, Van Gelder Studio, 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ
Rudy Van Gelder, recording engineer
Album cover painting, Mel Cheren
Original liner notes, Nat Hentoff









“You see, I’m going towards this break-up, 
this piece of music that’s going to explain it all to me.” 

 – Sonny Rollins





NO MAN IS A BRIDGE

1. 

It begins in the conventional – storefronts, suits, taxis, 
then a kind of night falls. 

 Every glass pane in the city tunes-in
  to a different frequency.

They’re trying on their disguises.
Carl Sandburg beating out syntax in the shadows,

 years making dead-weight –

  the way the tide slips out there
like an uptown queen taking her clothes off.

Rain falls out of boxes.

Picture a mind in dialogue with vague evocations –
 to improvise a map, same 

  riff, same variations, feeling
a path through the mesh of it – 

    the suspended 
fourth, the seventh, the augmented ninth.





2.

A skeleton smoking a cigarette
telling you there must be some other way out of 

here

(he was / born with a skull in his head
 just like everyone else). 

  Strung-out like a bridge,
a nervous ear in yr sleep,
 
fi ngers creeping over the stops & valves
  with a back alley hiss, Hurry up Cain
 you gotta murder yr brother. 

Kinda thing
stares you in the face till one day
  you gouge yr own eyes out. 

This isn’t a point-of-view,
there’s no perspective – a man cld
 close his mind & wake up under a tonne of 

rubble.
  

  Learn yr lesson good, you can’t own 
the illuminated vision. 





THE MEASURED PACE OF AN IDEA 
ASCENDING A STAIRCASE

No walls out there over the water…

laid out fl at on a picture plane
a continuous sound-curve

mournful & raucous
black as the moon.

 
Dreaming of words that’ve never been
in a poem. 

  A door sticking out at an angle from
language wld imply 
a space in which to (take a) stand, 

 besieged by everything
(outside it). 

 Walking 
 in second-hand shoes,
 the important thinking hasn’t even started
 till you reach the Lower East Side.

You don’t need a gun to start a revolution.





Study the escape manual –
    a blessing 
    in disguise
    alone 
    in the shadows

like an 
imaginary 
woman.

The world looked somewhat different in 1966.

When he kisses you 
  his tongue 
   reaches down 
    into yr soul.

Word to the wiseguys –

 Ever seen a man 
 with his brains 
 blown out

 by a twenty-gauge 
 tenor saxophone?





STUDY THE ESCAPE MANUAL

Strange sense of wonder 
  the stillness so quiet here,
 sea-surge in abatement – 
   eye-beat –

the blistered body 
  seeking the one 
 discipline, 
   to enforce

& also explain – 
  message-in-a-bottle-like 
 to lost desert island 
   coteries of Mind.

Brief passages 
  through present necessity
 making conscious 
   what transforms necessity. 

A man at least shld earn 
  what he drinks. 
 Turning a fi ne 
   readymade phrase: 

pick a word, 
  any word. Rpt (at intervals).
 Hallways, streets, 
   atmospheres – 





the fi rst & last
  denominators of 
 anywhere-but-here.
   Subway pornography. 

They say a man 
  never walks into the same 
 bar twice – well did you 
   get yr revolution yet?

Standing in the rain 
  watching traffi c, 
 the sky
   all élan & backdrop 

for a city of 
  fence-climbers. 
 Getting there late, 
   just as the blinds go up 

& the lights go out –
  the consolation 
 was anything, 
   fi nd a gap & fi ll it. 

Man with his back to the 
  world gets cold sometimes, 
 pouring all that burns 
   into the teeth-clench of night. 





START AGAIN 
IN THE MIDDLE OF THINGS

How d’you know 
when the job’s done? 

 What’s a right 
step, what isn’t?

Throwback makes imagined real-time a Chinese box inside a rubix cube inside a 

thumbstall. No comfort in dead-ends. 

 Pick a cliché, any cliché – slashes of black 

buttressed by ocean-depth blue, porno-red.

 The street takes the form of an escapade –

patterns of fact turned to parsed agglomeration.

 
El Zion in Chinatown, Freddie Hubbard’s 

trumpet t
urning cro

ss-a
cce

nts

 
of monotone w

arped by the w
ind.

 





 All this to explain that strangeness is

compelling? The question’s only 
    a semaphore – 

 Who holds the gun? Who holds the key?

Black slant-eyed Jesus w/ saxophone:

 man’s a fi sh can’t breathe, pay for air.

you do this every day of yr life? (like an 
improvised despair).
ear brain conch-shell…
  

The escape route’s still part of the labyrinth:
 backwards up a stairway, a bridge 

set over traps. turn it inside-out & it’s an 
 inside-out labyrinth.

Promised Land dead ahead:  
 
   

the gear don’t stick, the problem’s answered?  one more 

dead mouthpiece in 
echo chamber.

teach children to stay safe burn down cities
 

 in a doorway or voice that wraps its nylon 

around your face





around yr face (like an improvised despair).
 All this to explain that strangeness is

compelling? The question’s only a semaphore – 
 like, Who holds the gun? Who holds the key?

Black slant-eyed Jesus w/ saxophone:
 man’s a fi sh can’t breathe, pay for air.You do this every day of yr life?

 Winding a rope through ear brain conch-shell… 

The escape route’s still part of the labyrinth:
 turn it inside-out & it’s an inside-out labyrinth.

Promised Land dead ahead: only way there’s 
 backwards up a stairway, a bridge 

set over traps. Man stands in the middle 
 gets run down – but when do you know the gear don’t stick, the problem’s answered? 

 One more dead mouthpiece (in an echo chamber)

car tyre, piece of cant, a look for sale 
 in a doorway or voice that wraps its nylon 





Throwback makes No comfort turning cross-accent 
dead-ends D’you know when the job’s done?

T
ea

ch
 c

hi
ld

re
n 

to
 s

ta
y 

sa
fe

 b
ur

n 
do

w
n 

ci
tie

s.





Throwback makes a cliché

job’s done? ocean-depth

takes the fact

Jesus w/ a gun for sale

porno-red.

You do this inside-out

One more dead problem

Who holds the real-time

improvised burn-down

El Zion, a face like despair.

strangeness is No comfort 

a doorway slant nylon voice box

The question holds the key?





All this to explain that 
compelling?’s only 
Strange sense of pouring 

sea-surge inside a rubix cube inside a 
Man with his back to the 
world

never walks into the same 
thumbstall twice. dead-ends at least shld
get cold sometimes

hallways, streets, atmospheres
All this to explain traffi c 
just as the blinds

  turn to par/sed élan
  car tyre, piece of cant, 
  message-in-a-bottle-like
sea-surge from a
 thumbstall
 bruise rpt bruise again
 plunging into the neck of it
 All / this to explain a 
hallway bottle deadend
 sea-surge atmosphere
 inside a piece of

pouring 
sea-surge inside





Y
ou do this every day of yr life?

 
W

inding a rope through ear brain conch-shell…
 

man’s a fi sh can’t breathe, pay for air.

every day of yr life.

Winding a rope through ear brain conch-shell… 

the escape route’s still part of the labyrinth:

turn it inside-out  & its an labyrinth.

Promised Land dead ahead, only way there’s 

backwards  up a stairway, a bridge 

set over traps. Man stands in the middle 

gets run down – but when do you know 

the gear don’t stick, the answered? 

mouthpiece in an echo chamber.

over there cld be an anonymous report.
talk-back pronounce or stagger – 
air-con boxes fi re-escape 

wearing a sign – 
dollar for-a-tune. what you learn
y’ve got to be able to unlearn.

in abatement – eye-beat –
the blistered body seeking the one 
discipline, to enforce wonder the stillness 
so quiet here,
& also explain – 
to lost desert island coteries of Mind.
Brief passages through present necessity
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in abatement – eye-beat –
the blistered body seeking the one 
discipline, to enforce wonder the stillness so quiet here,
& also explain – 
to lost desert island coteries of Mind.
Brief passages through present necessity
making conscious  what transforms 
necessity. A man earn what he drinks. 
Turning a fi ne readymade phrase – pick a word, 
any word – rpt (at intervals) –
– the fi rst & last
denominators of anywhere-but-here.
Subway pornography. They say a man burns into the 
clenched teeth of the night.
well did you get yr revolution yet?
Standing in the rain watching, the sky
  all & backdrop for a city of 
  fence-climbers. Getting there late, 
   go up & the lights go out –
the consolation was anything, fi nd a gap 
     & fi ll it., 
    know when the 
  Or what’s a right step & what isn’t?
  imagined 
  , any cliché – slashes of black 
    buttressed by blue, 
  The street is an essay –
  patterns of agglomeration.
  in Chinatown, Freddie Hubbard’s 
  trumpet turning cross-accents
  of monotone warped by the wind.
  in or that wraps its 
  around your a semaphore – like? 
  Who 
  Black -eyed saxophone:
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You don’t need a gun to start a revolution. No 
walls out there over the water mournful & raucous 
A door sticking out at an angle black as the moon.

Dreaming of a continuous sound-curve

 
a word that’s never been
in a poem. 

  from
language wld imply 
a space in which to (take a) stand, laid out fl at on 
a picture plane

  till you reach the Lower East Side.
besieged by everything
(outside it). 

  Walking 
in second-hand shoes,
the important thinking hasn’t even 

started





gasoline-coloured. boom economy creates
Daily occasions of syntax

entropology. All these emotions 

  upstairs (is) where they store the 
  abandoned laboratory hardware,
  making fi ngernails down yr spine.

more blowjobs headjobs neckjobs.

          the moon a shot-up grapefruit intravenously.
    eyeball catheter.

cure almost anything
but / some things got no 
   cure. 

It begins in a different 
   frequency. 
  the mesh of it – 

Rain / falls out of boxes.
making / dead weight –
the way the tide slips out there

storefronts, suits, taxis, 
then a kind of night falls. 

Every glass pane in the city tunes-in

telling you there must be / some other way

Strung out like / a bridge





& also explain – 
the night. Turning a fi ne readymade abatement 

– eye-beat necessity. 

  A man earn what he drinks. 

Subway pornography they say burns into

   clenched teeth
   a look 

Brief passages through present necessity
& fi ll it., 

like? Who 
– the fi rst & last

  Standing in the rain watching, 

  the sky

a clenched teeth look





It begins in the conventional – storefronts, suits, 
taxis, then a kind of night falls. Every glass pane in 
the city tunes-in to a different frequency. They’re 
trying on their Carl Sandburg years making the tide 
slip out there a mind in dialogue with a skeleton 
smoking a cigarette

It begins in the conventional – storefronts, panes, 
taxis, then a kind of night falls. Every glass suit in 
the city tunes-in just like everyone else a nervous 
ear in yr sleep, Strung out like a bridge, telling you 
there must be some other way out

It begins in the conventional – storefronts, selves, 
taxis, then a kind of night falls with a back alley 
hiss. close his eyes & wake up under a tonne of 
rubble. Every pain in the city was born with a skull 
in its head

It begins in the conventional – storefronts, dollars, 
taxis, then a kind of thing stares you in the face till 
one day fi ngers creeping over the stops & valves, 
Hurry up Cain you gotta murder yr point-of-view,

It begins in the conventional – making dead-weight 
Rain falls out of boxes. a man cld Learn yr lesson 
good, there’s no perspective you can’t buy 





ORIZABA
(after Hart Crane)

a few moments before 
noon, after taking 

off     his coat –

the burnt pages
& buried     passages were
stopgaps –

from walking
up &

down
in the earth, making

counterpoints
of derricked  sky –

to drown must be      horrible.

bolted     to the river, 
fractioned,

unimmaculate:

the death
to be
free
of death?

or not 
free, but
  unobliged.





IT’S ONLY TERMINAL 
IF YOU CAN’T SLEEP IT OFF

Old woman in black who held yr arm

crossing 14th St & all the diners that shut down 

talking about Ravel or lotus blooms, 

or the redhead in Washington Sq with green parrot 

tattoo on shoulder listening to the jazz. 

Dogs but no children – a failed

grace in all domesticated things. Giant

with saxophone coughs unassuming, 

midget chessmen taking not one step in any direction

without preamble. The crowd making diligent

non-conformist sidesteps – fuck the distinction of

getting there, you only teach by example.

Unravelling the minute-at-a-time, over there

a blue TV head laughing mute – reformed 

pin-eyed junkies – the bored Quixotes of Bleecker St. 

Possibility doesn’t suicide itself for what’s best.

Finding yr next idea in a 99¢ store, 

fi rst drawing lines on paper with pencil & ruler or 

sometimes not ruler & without pencil. It comes down

to the thread of something, believing all these years

you turn clockwise to open, now the exceptions





come in volumes eight inches thick.

Giant washing-machines stacked against the sky, 

immense people smelling of tongue liquid.

Now you’ve got yr symmetry, it’s time to stake

the inevitable conclusion – how one island 

can be so different from the next. 

They build statues out of principles you can 

wander round inside for dollars at a time. 

Geography may always be willing

but real estate knows where to draw the line.

Used to be progress was taking a wrong turn

& winding up in a desperate neighbourhood, 

but now they’ve got people trained for that. 

Why come so far when there’s no going back?





THROW DOWN

fi nish what you started
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